
Supplementary Figure 3. Calibration and discrimination, with risk categories based on absolute risk, of breast cancer risk prediction models 
in the Korean Cancer Prevention Study-II Biobank (US-based European-ancestry model*) 
 
 Absolute Risk Calibration Relative Risk Calibration Discrimination 
<50 years of age 
N (cases) = 57439 (233) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.72 (0.69, 0.75) 
E/O (95% CI) = 1.12 (0.99, 1.28) 

   
≥50 years of age 

N (cases) = 18767 (87) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.57 (0.51, 0.63) 
E/O (95% CI) = 2.47 (2.01, 3.05) 

   
 
*US-based European-ancestry model used incidence, mortality and risk-factor distributions among US non-Hispanic white women and 

European-ancestry relative risk estimates. AUC = area under the curve; CI = confidence interval; E = expected five-year absolute risk; O = 

observed five-year incidence. 

 

 
  



Supplementary Figure 3. (continued) Calibration and discrimination, with risk categories based on absolute risk, of breast cancer risk 
prediction models in the Korean Cancer Prevention Study-II Biobank (Recalibrated model*) 
 
 Absolute Risk Calibration Relative Risk Calibration Discrimination 
<50 years of age 
N (cases) = 57439 (233) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.71 (0.68, 0.74) 
E/O (95% CI) = 0.89 (0.79, 1.02) 

   
≥50 years of age 

N (cases) = 18767 (87) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.62 (0.56, 0.67) 
E/O (95% CI) = 1.02 (0.83, 1.26) 

   
 
*Recalibrated model used Korean incidence mortality and risk-factor distributions but European-ancestry relative risk estimates. AUC = area 

under the curve; CI = confidence interval; E = expected five-year absolute risk; O = observed five-year incidence. 

 

  



Supplementary Figure 3. (continued) Calibration and discrimination, with risk categories based on absolute risk, of breast cancer risk 
prediction models in the Korean Cancer Prevention Study-II Biobank (Korean-based model*) 
 
 Absolute Risk Calibration Relative Risk Calibration Discrimination 
<50 years of age 
N (cases) = 57439 (233) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.70 (0.67, 0.73) 
E/O (95% CI) = 0.96 (0.85, 1.09) 

   
≥50 years of age 

N (cases) = 18767 (87) 
AUC (95% CI) = 0.58 (0.53, 0.64) 
E/O (95% CI) = 0.94 (0.76, 1.16) 

   
 
*Korean-based model using Korean incidence mortality and risk-factor distributions and relative risk estimates from the Korean Cancer 

Prevention Study. AUC = area under the curve; CI = confidence interval; E = expected five-year absolute risk; O = observed five-year incidence. 

 

 

 


